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Getting the books star trek tng mirror broken 3 english edition now is not type of inspiring means. You could not
and no-one else going in imitation of ebook amassing or library or borrowing from your links to door them. This is
an utterly easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online message star trek tng mirror broken 3 english
edition can be one of the options to accompany you behind having additional time.
It will not waste your time. tolerate me, the e-book will entirely announce you additional concern to read. Just
invest little get older to entry this on-line declaration star trek tng mirror broken 3 english edition as capably as
review them wherever you are now.
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Stargazer: Oblivion Michael Jan Friedman 2003-09-01 Captain Jean Luc Picard
accepts a courageous mission which he soon finds could be a deadly trap in this Star Trek: The Next Generation
novel. In 1893 a time-traveling Jean-Luc Picard encountered a long-lived alien named Guinan, who was posing as a
human to learn Earth's customs. During this "first encounter," Picard saved Guinan's life, a favor she would never
forget. Five centuries later, Captain Picard, now commander of the Starship Enterprise , brought Guinan aboard
as the ship's "bartender." The hope was that her wisdom and inner peace would provide a moral grounding for
Picard's crew as they experienced the dangers of space. Because he hadn't yet made his trip through time, Picard had
no knowledge of his nineteenth-century meeting with Guinan. But he did remember a different first encounter with the
mysterious El-Aurian—a tumultuous adventure in which Picard and Guinan would risk their lives in a maze of
interplanetary intrigue, with the future of the known universe at stake. This is the story of that fateful meeting,
and of a Guinan very different from the woman we think we know—a person wracked by pain and longing, shaken to
the roots of her soul. A Guinan who yearns for oblivion.
Star Trek, the Next Generation Andrew Steven Harris 2009 For the first time ever, IDW Publishing proudly joins
forces with Simon & Shuster's Pocket Books division to deliver a Myriad Universe title in conjunction with the
Star Trek alternate-universe prose novels of the same name. Starfleet is no more. The Federation lies in ruin & the
Klingons have conquered Earth. But a resistance, led by Jean-Luc Picard, seeks to free humanity from Klingon rule.
Now, finally, it may have the means to do it: An android named Data, who has scrutinized the timeline & discovered
that things are not as they should be. A crucial moment, buried in the past, has gone awry and as the Klingon
warlord Worf closes in, time itself is running out...

Star Trek: The Q Conflict #1 Scott Tipton 2019-01-30 When a dispute between godlike beings threatens the
galaxy, it will take all of Starfleet's best captains to stop them. Join James T. Kirk, Jean-Luc Picard, Kathryn
Janeway, and Benjamin Sisko as they go head-to-head in a competition that will determine the fate of the Earth and
beyond. Will they be able to emerge victorious, or will they be torn apart by The Q Conflict? A soon-to-beclassic six-part miniseries begins here!
Best of the Borg Michael Jan Friedman 2008 Presents a collection of Star Trek comic books grouped together by
such categories as writers or characters, including Peter David, The Borg, and Gary Seven.
Star Trek: The Mirror War #1 David Tipton 2021-10-13 Return to the Mirror Universe of The Next Generation
with this brand-new series from writers David & Scott Tipton, where familiar faces and exciting new surprises
await around every corner! To conquer the Mirror Universe, Captain Picard must first seize control of the shipbuilding planet of Faundori! The only problem? Faundori is inside Klingon-Cardassian Alliance territory…
Star Trek: The Mirror War #2 David Tipton 2021-11-03 Return to the Mirror Universe of The Next Generation
with this brand-new series from writers David & Scott Tipton! When one of Picard’s secret supply caches is raided
by “The Obnoxious Okona”—putting an obstacle in the way of the crew getting to Faundori—the Captain vows
revenge. Meanwhile, Worf remains on their trail…
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Mirror Universe Collection Scott Tipton 2021-06-08 Go into the alternate
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"Mirror, Mirror" universe to meet the cold-blooded crew of the I.S.S. Enterprise and their captain, the ruthless
Jean-Luc Picard, in this collection of three graphic novels! Space... The final frontier. These are the voyages of the
I.S.S. Enterprise. Its continuing mission: to conquer strange new worlds, to enslave new life and new civilizations...
To boldly go where no one has gone before! In the other-dimensional Mirror Universe there is no United Federation of
Planets, only a cruel Terran Empire, where advancement comes through assassination, brutality is commonplace,
and kindness is a weakness. In Mirror Broken, the Terran Empire is on its last legs in its war with the KlingonCardassian Alliance, but Captain Jean-Luc Picard has learned of a final chance for victory: a revolutionary new
Galaxy-class starship that could turn the tide of the war. The ship is called Enterprise--and Picard intends to
take it. In Through The Mirror, when the Enterprise-D discovers a burned-out, pillaged Andorian vessel, the search
for the culprits leads to some startlingly familiar faces. But, how did the Mirror Universe crew find their way to
ours, and what does Emperor Spock have to do with it? Plus, it's interstellar espionage aboard the Enterprise-D
when the Mirror Universe crew infiltrates Captain Picard's ship! And in Terra Incognita, the Enterprise crew returns
to business as usual, little realizing the serpent in their midst--one of their own has been replaced! Six stories
focusing on fan-favorite crew members of the Enterprise-D--including Deanna Troi, Wesley Crusher, and Selar--each
connected by the machinations of this sinister doppelganger.

Star Trek: Voyager: Mirrors and Smoke Paul Allor 2019-12-11 Stranded far from the ruins of the Terran Empire,
Captain Janeway of the rebel ship Voyager has crowned herself Pirate Queen of the Delta Quadrant! Of course,
the locals won't give in without a fight--especially not scavengers Neelix and Kes. And who is this apparent
Terran who calls herself Annika Hansen? Find out in Mirror Voyager's amazing comic book debut!
Star Trek: The Q Conflict Scott Tipton 2019-10-30 The captains of the Original Series, The Next Generation,
Voyager, and Deep Space Nine meet for the first time in a contest of unwilling champions! When a dispute between
godlike beings threatens the galaxy, it will take all of Starfleet's best captains to stop them. Join James T. Kirk,
Jean-Luc Picard, Kathryn Janeway, and Benjamin Sisko as they go head-to-head in a competition that will determine
the fate of the Earth and beyond. Will they be able to emerge victorious, or will they be torn apart by THE Q
CONFLICT?
Star Trek: TNG: Mirror Broken #1 Scott Tipton 2017-05-17 The Star Trek mini-series event of the year kicks off!
Captain Jean-Luc Picard will stop at nothing to get his hands on the Empire's newest warship, the ISS Enterprise, be
it lies, deception...or murder. With enemies and allies around every corner, Picard's quest to help the Enterprise and
restore the Empire to glory will not be an easy one. Good thing he has a crew onboard who will also stop at
nothing to ensure total victory - at any cost.
Star Trek: TNG: Mirror Broken #2 Scott Tipton 2017-06-28 In the sinister Mirror Universe, Captain Jean-Luc
Picard is determined to get his hands on the Terran Empire's new secret weapon, the Galaxy-class warship known as
Enterprise, by any means necessary. Unfortunately, one obstacle stands in his way„and his name is William T. Riker!
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine: The Soul Key Olivia Woods 2009-07-28 Continuing the events from Star Trek:
Fearful Symmetry, a new novel in the ongoing Deep Space Nine series set after the end of the critically acclaimed
television series. Captain Kira’s lookalike, Iliana Ghemor, dreams of fulfilling a prophecy that will mark her as the
one true Emissary of the mirror universe—a messianic figure who will lead her followers into a war that could
trigger the cleansing of countless alternate Kiras in countless parallel realities. But the stakes are higher than
anyone imagines, for the pull of destiny tugs at other souls who are swept into the vortex of the Prophets,
remote and timeless beings who have set these events in motion. Yet the outcome of this struggle for the fate of
one universe will ripple across many others, giving shape to a future that will prove to be greatest trial yet for
the heroes of station Deep Space 9.
Star Trek Volume 9: The Q Gambit Mike Johnson 2012 The crew of the new Star Trek film franchise encounters the
classic Trek villain Q for the first time in this galaxy-spanning adventure developed in association with
screenwriter/producer Roberto Orci! The mischievous Q sends James T. Kirk on a quest that will see the Enterprise
joining forces with familiar faces from Star Trek lore, in "The Q Gambit"! Collects issues 35-40.
Dujonian's Hoard Michael Jan Friedman 1998 Captain Picard recounts his secret mission to rescue a former
Starfleet officer who had disappeared while searching for the legendary treasure trove known as Dujonian's hoard
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The Star Trek Book Paul J. Ruditis 2016-06-07 Celebrate 50 years of one of the longest running and beloved scifi franchises with The Star Trek Book. This comprehensive guide to the series delves into the myriad worlds and
different dimensions visited by the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise. Discover the amazing science of Star Trek and how
it has influenced real-world technology such as flip phones. Featuring informative and analytical text combined
with exciting photography and infographics throughout, The Star Trek Book is broken down into main categories
such as science and technology, Starfleet, allies and enemies, and more. Perfect for fans of the various Star Trek
TV series, including The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, Voyager, and Enterprise, The Star Trek Book details
everything you need to know about 50 years of excitement and adventure on the final frontier. ® & © 2016 CBS
Studios Inc. © 2016 Paramount Pictures Corporation. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS
Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Star Trek Shipyards: Alpha Quadrant and Major Species Volume 2 Ben Robinson 2022-04-19 So many allies and
enemies ... here is the 2nd of 3 Shipyards books collecting them all! Includes ships from the hit series Picard! The
Federation encounters countless ships in the Alpha, Beta and Gamma Quadrants, and Hero Collector’s popular line
of Star Trek Shipyards books continues to beam fans right inside those spacecrafts as seen in Picard, Star Trek:
The Next Generation, Star Trek: The Original Series, and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Each featured ship – the
Romulan warbird, for example, is profiled with technical details, in-universe operational history, and illustrated
with plan-view CG renders, wherever possible utilizing the original VFX models created for the Star Trek shows
and features from across the franchise’s remarkable 55 years. This volume features over 35 ships, including the
Merchantman, Minosian Echo Papa 207, Nausicaan Raider, Norkova, Peliar Zel Beta Moon Vessel, Planet Killer,
Promellian Battlecruiser, Reman Scimitar, Rigelian Freighters, and the Romulan D7, Science Vessel, “Snakehead”
Ship, D‘Deridex Class, And Valdore.
Star Trek: Mirror Universe: Glass Empires David Mack 2007-02-20 There are moments glimpsed only in shadow,
where darkness rules and evil incarnate thrives. You hope against hope that in your lifetime, evil is relegated to the
shadows. But what if it wasn't? What if you lived in a universe where your life was measured only by what you
could do for the Empire? What would you do to survive? Would you sell your soul to free yourself? If you were
offered the chance to rule, would you seize it? If you could free your universe from the darkness but only at the
cost of your life, would you pay that price? Star Trek: Enterprise®—she seized power in a heartbeat, daring to
place herself against all the overlords of the Empire. Empress Hoshi Sato knows the future that could be; now all
she has to do is make sure it never happens. For her to rule, she must hold sway not only over the starship from the
future but also over her warlords, the resistance, and her Andorian husband. As quickly and brutally as Hoshi
seized power, imperial rule is taken from her. Her only chance to rule again is to ally herself with a lifelong foe, and
an alien. Star Trek® One man can change the future, but does he dare? Spock, intrigued by the vision of another
universe's Federation, does what no Vulcan, no emperor, has ever done: seize power in one blinding stroke of mass
murder. And at the same instant he gains imperial power, Spock sows the seeds for the Empire's downfall. Is this a
form of Vulcan madness, or is it the coolly logical plan of a man who knows the price his universe must pay for its
freedom? Star Trek: The Next Generation®—Humanity is a pitiful collection of enslaved, indentured, and abused
peoples. No one dares to question the order, except at peril of their lives. One man survives by blinding himself to
the misery around him. However, Jean-Luc Picard resists, just once. And in that one instant he unlocks a horror
beyond the tyranny of the Alliance. Can a man so beaten down by a lifetime of oppression stop the destruction?
Star Trek and the British Age of Sail Stefan Rabitsch 2018-12-06 Clear all moorings, one-half impulse power
and set course for a mare incognitum... A popular culture artifact of the New Frontier/Space Race era, Star Trek
is often mistakenly viewed as a Space Western. However, the Western format is not what governs the
worldbuilding of Star Trek, which was, after all, also pitched as "Hornblower in space." Star Trek is modeled on
the world of the "British Golden Age of Sail" as it is commonly found in the genre of sea fiction. This book rehistoricizes and remaps the origins of the franchise and subsequently the entirety of its fictional world--the Star
Trek continuum--on an as yet uncharted transatlantic bearing.

Star Trek: Waypoint Dayton Ward 2017-11-08 An anthology series that offers every fan a stopping point on
the wonderful 50-year Star Trek journey. Reflect on stories of what's come before and look ahead to the next
half-century of Trek. Short stories that run the gamut of Star Trek's history, set during the Original Series, The
Next Generation, Voyager, Deep Space Nine, Enterprise, and more, featuring all your favorite characters.
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Star Trek: The Next Generation: Terra Incognita Scott Tipton 2019-05-01 Following their clash with their
villainous doubles from the Mirror Universe, the Enterprise crew returns to business as usual, little realizing the
serpent in their midst–one of their own has been replaced! Six stories focusing on fan-favorite crew members of the
Enterprise-D–including Deanna Troi, Wesley Crusher, and Selar–each connected by the machinations of this sinister
doppelg nger. What does Mirror Barclay want, and what's to become of his Prime-universe counterpart?
Star Trek: Mirror Universe: Rise Like Lions David Mack 2011-11-29 Spock's vision for the future is at risk as rebel
freedom fighters make their last stand against the Klingon-Cardassian Alliance and Mac Calhoun and his Romulan
allies try to join forces with the Terran Rebellion and achieve victory.
The Orville #1: Digressions (Part 1 of 2) David A. Goodman 2021-05-05 Travel ''The Road Not Taken'' in this
prequel to the season two finale written by The Orville Executive Producer David A. Goodman! Follow Ed, Kelly,
and the would-have-been crew of the Orville, as they navigate separate lives in an alternate timeline that's on a
collision course with the galaxy-ending Kaylon!
Star Trek: The Mirror War #0 David Tipton 2021-09-08 Get caught up with the Mirror Enterprise-D before its
crew—helmed by Jean-Luc Picard—faces new threats and challenges in the upcoming Mirror War event! Following
the failure of the attempt to steal ships from the Prime Universe, Picard and the Mirror Crew are called back to
Earth to report to the Emperor personally… so long as they can survive the trip!
Star Trek: Coda: Book 3: Oblivion's Gate David Mack 2021-11-30 The crews of Jean-Luc Picard, Benjamin Sisko,
Ezri Dax, and William Riker unite to prevent a cosmic-level apocalypse—only to find that some fates really are
inevitable. THEIR MOST DAUNTING MISSION WILL BE THEIR FINEST HOUR. The epic Star Trek: Coda trilogy comes
to a shattering conclusion as the Temporal Apocalypse forces Starfleet’s greatest heroes to make the greatest
sacrifices of their lives. , ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Dark Mirror Diane Duane 2012-12-11 One hundred years ago, four crewmembers of the "U.S.S EnterpriseTM crossed
the dimensional barrier and found a mirror image of their own universe, populated by nightmare duplicates of their
shipmates. Barely able to escape with their lives, they returned, thankful that the accident which had brought them
there could not be duplicated, or so they thought. But now the scientists of that empire have found a doorway
into our universe. Their plan is to destroy from within, to replace a Federation Starships with one of their own.
Their victims are the crew of the "U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, who now find themselves engaged in combat
against the most savage enemies they have ever encountered, themselves.
Star Trek vs. Transformers John Barber 2019-06-12 When Kirk, Spock, and the entire crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise
investigate problems at a remote mine, they’re met with an explosive battle between powerful warriors who change
into vehicles from the 20th century! As the battle between the Autobots and Decepticons rages, it’s up to Kirk to
decide—does he violate the Prime Directive and interfere in a war that’s raged for millenia? And how will the
Klingons complicate the issue? It’s cartoony fun between two of the most popular science fiction franchises in the
world!

Star Trek: The Next Generation—The Gift John de Lancie 2021-04-14 An all-new reprint of the classic TNG
story! Q gives Jean-Luc Picard the chance to go back in time to fix one of his biggest mistakes, but the consequences
of his actions will create a ripple effect that will threaten the entire Federation! Written by Q himself – actor
John de Lancie – with art by Gordon Purcell and a newly painted cover by J.K. Woodward.
Star Trek: TNG: Mirror Broken #5 Scott Tipton 2017-12-06 With the newly stolen I.S.S. Enterprise-D caught
between the forces of the Klingon-Cardassian Alliance and a trio of Imperial warships, Jean-Luc Picard finds himself
in unexpected territory. Which will crack first, his untested vessel, or an untested crew?
Star Trek: Year Five - Weaker Than Man (Book 3) Jackson Lanzing 2021-05-26 Join the crew of the original
Starship Enterprise in these all-new adventures as they near the conclusion of their five-year mission. Finally
returning to Federation space, the Enterprise and her crew find the Federation isn't quite the same as the one they
left behind! Kirk grapples with a very personal Klingon threat, even as the Enterprise begins its homecoming victory
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tour, and the Federation's upcoming presidential election is upended when Harry Mudd enters the race! All this
against the backdrop of a sinister malaise threatening to rot the Federation from within. Terrible secrets are
revealed, among them the origin of Gary Seven and the grand designs of the shadowy AEGIS organization. Can Kirk
and the Enterprise crew excise this corruption, or will the five-year mission end in failure? Collects issues #13–19
of the series.
Star Trek: Mirror Universe: Shards and Shadows Marco Palmieri 2009-01-06 Fractured history. Broken lives.
Splintered souls. Since the alternate universe was first glimpsed in the classic episode "Mirror, Mirror," something
about Star Trek's dark side has beckoned us, called to us, tempted us -- like forbidden fruit on the Tree of
Knowledge. To taste it is to lose oneself in a world of startling familiarity and terrifying contradictions, where
everything and everyone we knew is somehow disturbingly different, and where shocking secrets await their
revelation. What began in 2007 with Glass Empires and Obsidian Alliances -- the first truly in-depth foray into
the turbulent history of this other continuum -- now continues in twelve new short tales that revisit and expand
upon that so-called "Mirror Universe," spanning all five of the core incarnations of Star Trek, as well as their
literary offshoots, across more than two hundred years of divergent history, as chronicled by... Christopher L.
Bennett - Margaret Wander Bonanno - Peter David - Keith R.A. DeCandido - Michael Jan Friedman - Jim Johnson - Rudy
Josephs - David Mack - Dave Stern - James Swallow - Dayton Ward & Kevin Dilmore - Susan Wright
Dark Victory William Shatner 2000-04-01 The Mirror Universe is a dark and twisted reflection of our own,
where all that is noble and compassionate is instead cruel and barbaric. Now our universe has been invaded by that
other reality's most feared tyrant: the dreaded Emperor Tiberius, the Mirror Universe counterpart of James T. Kirk.
Just as Kirk survived his own era to live into the 24th century, so has Tiberius returned from the past to menace a
new generation of Starfleet heroes. And only Kirk can stop him. With Spock, McCoy, and Spotty at his side, and
teamed Jean-Luc Picard and the valiant crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-E, Kirk is propelled into his most
personal and dangerous mission yet as he fights to uncover the secret of Tiberius' return and learn the terrible
truth behind the madman's nightmarish plans for the Federation. But how can he defeat an enemy who knows Kirk's
mind as well as he knows his own?
Star Trek: the Next Generation / Doctor Who: Assimilation 2 Volume 2 David Tipton 2013-01 Captain Jean Luc
Picard and the crew of the USS Enterprise join forces to combat a dangerous alliance between enemies of both the
federation and Doctor Who, but the Doctor and Picard disagree on how to handle the threat.

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Through The Mirror Scott Tipton 2018-05-09 "The Mirror Universe Next
Generation crew is looking for new worlds to conquer, and they're crossing over to the Prime Star Trek Universe
to find them! When the Enterprise-D discovers a burned-out, pillaged Andorian vessel, the search for the culprits
behind it leads to some startlingly familiar faces. But, how did the Mirror Universe crew find their way to ours,
and what does Emperor Spock have to do with it? Plus, it's interstellar espionage aboard the Enterprise-D when the
Mirror Universe crew infiltrates Captain Picard's ship!" -Dark Passions Book One Susan Wright 2012-10-30 Klingons and Cardassians rule the Alpha Quadrant in an
uneasy alliance that hides a viper's nest of backstabbing plots and counterplots. Annika Hansen has become a
trained operative for the Obsidian Order. Her latest target: Kira Nerys, the duplicitous Intendant of Bajor, whose
ruthless ambition has brought her to a position of power second only to the Regent himself, the fierce Klingon
warrior known as Worf. To get close to her prey, Annika must worm her way into the Intendant's notoriously
fickle affections. Easy enough to accomplish, perhaps, but it remains to be seen who is truly manipulating whom....
Star Trek: the Next Generation / Doctor Who: Assimilation 2 Bros, Sharp 2013 Captain Jean Luc Picard and the
crew of the USS Enterprise join forces to combat a dangerous alliance between enemies of both the federation and
Doctor Who, but the Doctor and Picard disagree on how to handle the threat.
Intelligence Gathering Scott Tipton 2008 One year ago IDW's Star Trek comics line launched with Star Trek: The
Next Generation -- The Space Between, a series of six stand-alone issues. Now, prepare for the latest voyage of
the Enterprise as the creative team that brought you Klingons: Blood Will Tell tackles an all-new Star Trek:
TNG mini-series.
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Star Trek: Picard: The Dark Veil James Swallow 2021-01-05 A thrilling untold adventure based on the acclaimed
Star Trek: Picard TV series! The Alpha Quadrant is mired in crisis. Within the United Federation of Planets, a
terrorist strike on the shipyards of Mars has led to the shutdown of all relief efforts for millions of Romulans
facing certain doom from an impending supernova. But when the USS Titan is drawn into a catastrophic incident on
the Romulan-Federation border, Captain William Riker, his family, and his crew find themselves caught between the
shocking secrets of an enigmatic alien species and the deadly agenda of a ruthless Tal Shiar operative. Forced into
a wary alliance with a Romulan starship commander, Riker and the Titan crew must uncover the truth to stop a
devastating attack—but one wrong move could plunge the entire sector into open conflict!

Star Trek: Picard—Countdown Kristen Beyer 2020-08-19 Witness the events leading to the new CBS All Access
series PICARD in this graphic novel where new characters are introduced and secrets will be revealed. Before he
retired to his vineyard, Jean-Luc Picard was the most decorated admiral in Starfleet. Then one mission changed his
life forever. What could make this dedicated and disciplined leader question his calling?
Star Trek: Year Five - Odyssey's End (Book 1) Jackson Lanzing 2020-02-05 Join the crew of the U.S.S Enterprise in
all-new adventures as they near the end of their five-year mission, featuring the characters from the Original
Series! The crew of the Enterprise left Earth four years ago. They've traveled to strange new worlds, defeated
impossible foes, and made universe-changing decisions. But now, with the end in sight, they'll have to face their
biggest challenge yet. Step aboard the Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as
they begin the end of their original five-year mission and boldly go into an uncertain future in this new continuing
Star Trek series! Collects issues #1–6.
Headlong Flight Dayton Ward 2017-01-31 An exhilarating thriller from bestselling author Dayton Ward set in
the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation, following Captain Jean-Luc Picard and his crew as they explore the
previously uncharted and dangerous Odyssean Pass. Surveying a nebula as part of their continuing exploration of
the previously uncharted “Odyssean Pass,” Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise
encounter a rogue planet. Life signs are detected on the barren world’s surface, and then a garbled message is
received: a partial warning to stay away at all costs. Determined to render assistance, Picard dispatches
Commander Worf and an away team to investigate, but their shuttlecraft is forced to make an emergency landing
on the surface—moments before all contact is lost and the planet completely disappears. Worf and his team learn
that this mysterious world is locked into an unending succession of random jumps between dimensions, the result of
an ambitious experiment gone awry. The Enterprise crewmembers and the alien scientists who created the technology
behind this astonishing feat find themselves trapped, powerless to break the cycle. Meanwhile, as the planet
continues to fade in and out of various planes of existence, other parties have now taken notice…. , ®, & ©
2016 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
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